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ABSTRACT

Energy conversion by water flowing over graphene is a promising mode of energy harvesting. However, the mechanism, energy-conversion
efficiency, and quantification of power density for this mode of interfacial electricity generation remain unknown. Quantification of the out-
put performance for the flow-induced electricity generation using graphene is presented in this work. The output performance per unit con-
tact area between water and graphene is found to be proportional to the flow speed, with an electromotive force density of 0.0025
½ lV=mm2
! "

= mm=sð Þ] for the conditions used in this work. The ability to quantify output density will help to construct guidelines for future
applications of this form of electricity generation.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0018862

The ever-increasing global energy demand requires the develop-
ment of alternative modes of energy harvesting. Thus, next generation
energy-conversion systems aim to combine off-the-grid devices with
nano- and micro-based technologies to create feasible solutions.
Among these, an energy-conversion system that utilizes carbon nano-
materials and flowing liquid has great potential because of the abun-
dance of natural bodies of water on the earth. Examples of interfacial
electricity generation by liquid flow over carbon materials have been
reported by several groups.1–7 However, the mechanisms proposed to
describe the phenomena including momentum transfer,8 coulombic
field-based theories,9–12 capacitive charge and discharge,13 and stream-
ing potential14–17 are still under debate. Some studies consider this
form of electricity generation a type of triboelectric nanogenera-
tor,18–22 while others consider the role of specific solute ions in the

primary mechanism despite the fact that electricity can be generated
on carbon materials by both de-ionized (DI) water and electrolyte
solutions.

The lack of a definite mechanism makes the conversion efficiency
of liquid flow over carbon materials difficult to define at the nano- and
micro-scale. In turn, the lack of clear conversion efficiency makes
decision-making regarding the practical utilization impossible, thus
hindering the application potential. The total amount of energy gener-
ation is not a crucial problem in this system; once devices are deployed
in an environment, the amount of generated energy is free from the
device volume because the environment is regarded as an infinite
energy reservoir. While the need for quantification of the energy gen-
eration is generally acknowledged as important, it has not been mea-
sured to date. Here, we report the results of our effort on the
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quantification of electricity generation at the interface between gra-
phene and flowing water. The electromotive force from water flow on
graphene is defined by the average flow speed in a micro-channel and
the contact area between graphene and water.

A glass plate used as a substrate has access ports for water and
electrical connections. The plate was washed successively with acetone,
ethanol, and DI water in a sonication bath. Pristine graphene was syn-
thesized by low pressure chemical vapor deposition on copper foil
using polystyrene as a carbon source.23,24 Graphene was transferred
onto the substrate using poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) as a sac-
rificial film. The PMMA film was removed by dipping in acetone over-
night at room temperature. PMMA residue was then etched by
annealing in a 3% hydrogen/argon mixture at 300 $C for 3 h. In the
schematic in Fig. 1(a), a silicone spacer was sandwiched between the
graphene on the substrate and the top plate. The height and width of
the spacer, which give the cross section of the fluidic channel, are 300
and 3400lm, respectively. Poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene tubes were used
for DI water supply, and the water flow was driven by suction using a
syringe pump (YMC Corporation, YSP-201) to avoid leakage by
applied pressure. Gold electrodes were used with an arbitrary distance
d on graphene and connected to a digital multimeter (Keithley,
DM7510) by coaxial cables through the electrical connecting ports at
the top plate. The electrodes were located outside the fluidic channel
to prevent contact with water. A tunable external load resistance was
connected in series to the graphene, and a digital multimeter recorded
the generated voltage between both ends of the load. The time interval
between voltage measurements was every 20ms. All measurements
were made at room temperature in a space that was electrically

shielded. We used undoped pristine graphene in this study and no
doping effects were considered.

The Raman spectrum measurement was carried out using a com-
mercial micro-Raman system (JASCO, NRS-5100). A typical Raman
spectrum of graphene on the substrate shown in Fig. 1(b) was taken
using a 532-nm laser through a 100% objective lens. Three major
peaks were observed at 1350, 1580, and 2700 cm&1, which are
assigned to the D-, G-, and G0-bands, respectively. The G0-band con-
sists of a single component, and the intensity ratio of the G-band and
G0-band indicates monolayer graphene.25 The peak of the D-band
originates from the transfer process. The typical electrical resistance of
the graphene varied from 0.1 kX to several tens of kX.

The electrical property of graphene during water flow was inves-
tigated first. The electrical signals were measured at both ends of the
graphene along the water-flow direction. A single pulse-like flow was
applied for voltage generation. The generated voltage was observed
just after flow started and followed the on/off switching [Fig. 2(a)].
Figure 2(b) shows that the resistance of graphene stays constant during
the water-flow, indicating that the load resistance governs the output
like a typical battery. The direction of the electrical current is always
the same as that of the water flow.

Next, the cyclic response of the voltage generation was investi-
gated. Figure 3(a) shows that the response is repeatable and reproduc-
ible, and the magnitude of the generated voltage depends on the flow
speed. A delay in the signal response is observed under higher flow
speed conditions, originating from the experimental setup. This delay
may be caused by the shape change of the connecting components at
higher water pressures or by the inertia of water in the microchannel.
The external load resistance was tuned to maximize the output perfor-
mance. Figure 3(b) indicates that the generated voltage approaches sat-
uration at high load resistance, as expected. The electromotive force is
obtained using the following equation:

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a micro-flow-chip with graphene. The flow chip
consists of (1) glass top plate, (2) glass substrate, (3) graphene, (4) electrodes, (5)
silicone spacer, (6) electrical connection ports, (7) channel width, (8) channel
length: d, (9) load resistance, RL, and (10) digital multimeter. (b) Typical Raman
spectrum of graphene. The spot size of the laser is approximately 1lm.

FIG. 2. (a) Generated voltage and (b) resistance of graphene. The channel length
and flow speed are 3 mm and 245mm/s, respectively.
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E ¼ rþ RL

RL
V ; (1)

where E, V, r, and RL are the electromotive force, generated voltage,
electrical resistance of graphene, and external load resistance, respec-
tively. Figure 3(c) indicates that the electromotive force remains nearly
constant throughout the measurements with different load resistance
values. Furthermore, the electromotive force is also affected by flow
speed as seen in Fig. 3(a). Based on these results, a theoretical curve for
output power P is calculated using the following equation:

P ¼ RL

r þ RLð Þ2
E2: (2)

Figure 3(d) compares the calculated P with measured values showing
clear agreement. The maximum output under each flow speed is deter-
mined using this optimization.

The effect of the channel length on electricity generation was
investigated next using several devices. The external load resistance for
each device was optimized in advance for this investigation. Figure
4(a) shows the dependence of the electromotive force on flow speed.
The electromotive forces from all devices with different channel
lengths increase linearly with flow speed. The electromotive force per
unit channel area is obtained after normalization [Fig. 4(b)] with a gra-
dient of 0.0025 [ lV=mm2

! "
= mm=sð Þ], which is the maximum output

performance of this experimental design. Similarly, the maximum out-
put power is obtained by fitting a quadratic function using Ohm’s law.
When DI water is used, the maximum performance of the flow-

induced electricity per unit area is determined by the flow speed. The
results above clearly show that the generated electromotive force is
proportional to both the channel area (contact area between graphene
and water) and flow speed of water, indicating that the electric-field
gradient in graphene changes linearly along the flow direction.

Several reports on electricity generation by liquid flow on carbon
have focused on the role of electrolytes,3,26 explaining this phenome-
non using a coulombic transfer model. However, our results here dem-
onstrate that DI water flow can also generate electricity over graphene,
indicating that a strong contribution of specific ions from the electro-
lyte solution is not the correct mechanism. This form of electricity
generation probably requires either a polar liquid or an ionized solu-
tion. Likely, the ions in electrolyte solutions from previous experi-
ments merely enhanced the output performance. Furthermore, other
reports have proposed momentum transfer theory as a possible mech-
anism,8 where molecules from the flowing liquid medium transfer
their momentum to the graphene phonons, inducing carrier motion
via phonon-carrier interactions. In this case, the polarity of the gener-
ated voltage should depend on the type of charge carrier. Metallic
materials generate high potential on the downstream side, while the p-
type semiconductor does the opposite.27 The results from this experi-
ment including other reports3 show that the electrical current and liq-
uid flow are always in the same direction when bulk graphene is used.
Since this form of electricity generation is observed only from bulk
graphene, further investigations are required to explain this phenome-
non by momentum transfer theory. This suggests that both the cou-
lombic transfer model and the momentum transfer theory are limited

FIG. 3. Measurements of typical (a) voltage signal, (b) generated voltage, and (c) electromotive force. (d) Measured output power and calculation curve. The internal electric
resistance of graphene is 26 kX in this case.

FIG. 4. (a) Dependence of the generated voltage on the channel length. (b) Normalized electromotive force. The solid line is linear fitting. The gradient of the fitting is 0.0025
[ lV=mm2
! "

= mm=sð Þ]. (c) Normalized output power. The solid curve is fitted by the quadratic function.
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to specific conditions of electricity generation from the graphene–
water interface.

The formation of a continuous potential gradient in parallel to
the flow direction still needs to be explained. This condition implies
that there should be a difference between upstream and downstream
of water flow.28–30 Streaming potential may not be appropriate to
explain this phenomenon. This theory explains potential formation in
a solution under the precondition that a fixed layer as a part of the
electrical double layer exists. The properties of the channel walls except
surface charge are not considered. Here, the capacitance charge/dis-
charge model is applicable in terms of imbalance along the flow direc-
tion. However, while water flow is laminar in a typical macroscopic
channel, the flow state is poorly understood at the microscopic scale
by the experimental study, especially near the channel walls, where the
electric effects of graphene cannot be accounted for using classical
models. Therefore, future work should consider experimental differen-
tiation between different states of the upstream and downstream flow
in microchannels. This step will provide the key parameters to help
solve the mechanism of electricity generation by liquid flow on carbon
materials.

In conclusion, this work has quantified the output performance
of electricity generation from the interface between graphene and
flowing water. The results reveal that the generation of electromotive
force is proportional to both the flow speed of water and the contact
area, indicating the formation of a continuous potential gradient. In
addition, the maximum performance of the electricity generation per
unit area in the current setup is 0.0025 [ lV=mm2

! "
= mm=sð Þ].
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